2 016 Hunt Schedule
BACKPACK HUNTS
10 DAY DALL SHEEP HUNTS

8 DAY MOUNTAIN CARIBOU HUNTS

July 14 – 25
July 25 – August 5
August 5 – 16
August 16 – 27
August 27 – September 7

September 12 – 21

The 10 day sheep hunts offer plenty of time to look over lots of country, and
good numbers of rams. Depending on when you harvest your ram, you may also
have time to hunt for a good bull caribou, and many of our clients choose to keep
hunting rather than going home early. You can also hunt together with a hunting
partner 2x1 with one guide on any of these hunts, if you’d prefer, at a somewhat
reduced rate.

Mountain Caribou are available as an option on any of these hunt dates
except the July 14- 25 hunt, and Wolf/Wolverine included.

Wolf and Wolverine included.
Moose can be added to the 1x1 caribou hunt.

10 DAY HIGH-COUNTRY MOUNTAIN CARIBOU HUNTS
August 5 – 16

15 DAY DALL SHEEP/CARIBOU COMBO HUNTS
August 5 – 21

August 21 – September 7

August 27 – September 12

This longer sheep hunt is designed to give the hunter lots of time to look over
many more rams in the search of an exceptional trophy, as well as to ensure
plenty of time to hunt a Mountain Caribou. This hunt can also be done 2x1.

This hunt includes Dall Sheep and Mountain Caribou, Wolf, Wolverine.
Moose can be added to the August 21 and August 27 hunts.

16 DAY MIXED-BAG HUNTS
September 7 – 24
For those who have the time for a longer hunt, this is a great adventure.
It is a beautiful time of the year to be in the mountains, as the game is on the
move, the colors are changing, and there are few insects. You will hunt a variety
of country on this hunt; from the high sheep basins to the lower river valleys, and
can expect to see an abundance and variety of game. We will generally move you
between different habitats at some point during the hunt, to ensure your success.

Dall Sheep, Alaska/Yukon Moose, Mountain Caribou, Wolf, Wolverine.

12 DAY SHEEP/MOOSE COMBO HUNTS
September 7 – 20

September 21 – 30

These hunts take place in the foothills at the northern edge of the mountains,
where the caribou are concentrating in large numbers for the rut. Hunting is
done out of heated tent frame camps, and you can generally expect to see good
numbers of big mature bulls. These hunts are typically booked for two hunters,
but can also be booked for a single hunter.

August 16 – 27

August 27 – September 7

These hunts take place in the high basins, where the bulls spend the summer
and early fall in bachelor groups, and the hunters are mobile, backpacking through
the high country in search of bulls. You may also spend some time hunting out
of one of our comfortable cabins on several high lakes in the area, but should
also be prepared to spike out, if necessary. On these hunts the bulls will be in the
velvet, with the exception of the August 27 – September 7 hunt, when they will
be hard-antlered. Trophy potential is exceptional on these hunts, and we harvest
many record book bulls each season. These hunts are for two hunters only.

Wolf and Wolverine included.

HORSEBACK HUNTS
10 DAY DALL SHEEP
July 14 – 25

10 DAY DALL SHEEP/MOUNTAIN CARIBOU COMBO
July 25 – August 5
August 5 – 16
August 16 – 27
August 27 – September 7
September 7 – 18
These exciting hunts take place in some very remote and wild high country that
has rarely been hunted, but produces exceptional Sheep and Caribou. These hunts
are ideal for those hunters who are looking for an extended mountain hunting
adventure, and enjoy a exploring new country. At this time of the year, the sheep
and caribou are sharing the summer ranges, which makes a combined hunt ideal.

Moose can be added on the August 27 and September 7 hunts.

This later season hunt takes place when the sheep are moving down out of
the high summer ranges, and concentrating at somewhat lower elevations near
winter range. It is an ideal time of the year to combine sheep and moose hunting,
as the moose begin the rut during this time of the year, and you will use a variety
of hunting methods, including rafting on the Arctic Red River.

Mountain Caribou, Wolf, and Wolverine may also be taken on this hunt.

10 DAY MOOSE/CARIBOU COMBO HUNTS

10 DAY MOUNTAIN CARIBOU (for two hunters)
July 25 – August 5
August 5 – 16
August 16 – 27
August 27 – September 7
September 7 – 18
These hunts provide a great opportunity to hunt world-class Mountain Caribou on a
single species hunt. During August, the bulls are living in bachelor groups on their
summer ranges in the high basins. This is also a great hunt for archery hunters
looking for a trophy caribou.

September 20 – 30
This hunt takes place during the peak of the moose rut, and is a good time for
calling big bulls into close range. It is also an excellent time to hunt Mountain
Caribou, as they move down out of the mountains into the foothills to prepare
for the rut, and are concentrating in large numbers.

Wolf and Wolverine included.

21 DAY FULL MIXED BAG HUNT				
August 27 – September 18
For hunters who have the time, and want the full experience of an extended
multi-species hunt in some remote and seldom hunted country, this is a great
opportunity to re-live the good old days of mountain hunting. Rams in the area
tend to have very heavy mass, and the Caribou hunting is fantastic, with bulls in
the record book commonly taken. This is also some of the best Moose hunting
country in our area, and produces tremendous bulls.

– Please feel free to call or write anytime for the current rates for any of the listed hunts. –

